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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Social Credit Systems Overt and Covert Explained 

 

By Nicholas West 

As Voluntaryists we often talk about the essential components of          
“trust” as it applies to peer-to-peer business endeavors. It is, after           
all, what enables honest contracts to be formed and, thus, more           
productive economic relationships. In particular, we are       
persuaded by the built-in reputation verification mechanism of the         
decentralized blockchain, which greatly helps to insure all parties         
in the absence of regulatory oversight. 
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In Counter Markets Issue 24, Vin Armani outlined the important          
questions about how we fulfil the need to verify reputation while           
attempting to exist in a digital, most-times anonymous, world that          
can also be free from the State. How can we offer digital            
peer-to-peer trust where “the village” previously offered       
face-to-face, sometimes generational verification of one’s      
reputation? 

What happens when the hierarchy flattens out? How do you,          
as a consumer, protect yourself when the market share in an           
industry is dispersed among a sea of “random people?”         
Regulation is just not going to cut it. Reputation is the           
answer… 

At its most basic, reputation is a shared history. Your          
reputation is the aggregate of the interactions you’ve had         
with many individuals. When we encounter someone for the         
first time, particularly in the context of an economic         
exchange, there is great value in being able to query others           
with whom we have done business in the past as to the            
trustworthiness (based on those other individuals’      
experiences) of our potential counterparty. Who among us        
hasn’t asked a friend about their experience at a local          
restaurant? How was the food? Was the service good? … 

Yelp, eBay, Amazon, and Airbnb, however, are only        
scratching the surface of what technologies like the        
blockchain will allow to be done with reputation. 

Reputation and identification have a natural correlation. 

And here we are introduced to the crossroads of where we           
currently stand, as the battle lines between centralization and         
decentralization are being drawn. 
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China has become a leading example of a centralized approach          
toward imposing a full-scale system of identity verification that         
also aims to establish every citizen’s reputation. Utilizing vast data          
management and analysis, China has begun to incentivize as well          
as punish certain behaviors in conflict with its culture as          
interpreted by its leadership: a social credit system. In effect, it is            
an attempt to impart the social parameters of “the village” while           
adding an overlay of scientific administration that can handle the          
weight of nearly 1.5 billion people. 

Here is how the Chinese government itself defines this         
extraordinary mission in a document entitled “Planning Outline for         
the Construction of a Social Credit System (2014-2020).” 

I encourage readers to examine the entire document, but I’m          
going to highlight some of the key areas that focus on the word             
“trust,” which just so happens to be mentioned 87 times. 

A social credit system is an important component part of the           
Socialist market economy system and the social governance        
system. It is founded on laws, regulations, standards and         
charters, it is based on a complete network covering the          
credit records of members of society and credit        
infrastructure, it is supported by the lawful application of         
credit information and a credit services system, its inherent         
requirements are establishing the idea of an [sic] sincerity         
culture, and carrying forward sincerity and traditional virtues,        
it uses encouragement to keep trust and constraints        
against breaking trust as incentive mechanisms, and its        
objective is raising the honest mentality and credit levels of          
the entire society… 

The main problems that exist include: a credit investigation         
system that covers all of society has not yet been formed,           
credit records of the members of society are gravely flawed,          
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incentive mechanisms to encourage keeping trust and       
punishments for breaking trust are incomplete,      
trust-keeping is insufficiently reward [sic], the costs of        
breaking trust tend to be low; credit services markets are          
not developed, service systems are immature, there are no         
norms for service activities, the credibility of service bodies is          
insufficient, and the mechanisms to protect the rights and         
interests of credit information subjects are flawed; the social         
consciousness of sincerity and credit levels tend to be low,          
and a social atmosphere in which agreements are honoured         
and trust are honestly kept has not yet been shaped… 

Completely moving the construction of a social credit system         
forward is an effective method to strengthen social sincerity,         
stimulate mutual trust in society, and reducing social        
contradictions, and is an urgent requirement for       
strengthening and innovating social governance, and      
building a Socialist harmonious society… 

To comprehensively move the construction of a social credit         
system forward, we must persist in taking Deng Xiaoping         
Theory, the important “Three Represents” thought and the        
scientific development view as guidance, act according to the         
spirit of the 18th Party Congress, the 3rd Plenum of the 18th            
Party Congress, and the “12th Five-Year Plan”, take        
completing credit laws, regulations and standard systems       
and shaping a credit investigation system covering all of         
society as the basis … the construction of local credit and           
the development of credit services markets as support, take         
raising the entire society’s sense of sincerity and credit levels          
and improving the economic and social operating       
environment as targets, put people first, broadly shape a         
thick atmosphere in the entire society that keeping trust is          
glorious and breaking trust is disgraceful. 
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I think you get the idea. Another word that is (over) used            
throughout the document is “construction” – namely the        
construction of credit; that credit being reliant upon adherence to          
the goals that the State determines is worthy of building          
reputation. This, combined with the overt reverence to a Socialist          
form of governance and a hierarchical approach to culture, is the           
perfect recipe for a widespread social credit system. 

However, it is abundantly clear that much of what is being touted            
from this Technocracy is also being expanded by Western         
governments with a democratic history and constitutional       
guidance. This trend toward Technocracy as a form of         
macro-governance – whether overt or covert – is something I          
covered in an ideological sense in Issue 15, but let’s take a look at              
some of the nuts and bolts for how this type of administration is             
currently forming in more subtle ways. I believe it can be           
summarized in 3 essential steps.  

Step 1: Surveillance and Data Collection 
It is now impossible to catalog the totality of how the public is             
under constant surveillance, so much so that it has become          
self-evident and warnings about its impending arrival are moot.         
However, somewhat new to the general public is the collection,          
misuse, or theft of personally identifiable data (versus metadata),         
whether through security breaches, government snooping, or data        
mining for advertising revenue. 

The public is now fully aware of mass credit card theft from major             
banks and the Facebook/Cambridge Analytica scandal, for       
example. But the ways in which data is mined and sold has also             
begun to arrive into our homes with the spread of private company            
smart tech devices like Alexa and Ring, but also from the           
government in the form of smart home meters. Just recently,          
Ohio’s Public Utility Commission announced that it would begin         
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sharing the data it collects from home energy use with third           
parties in the supposed spirit of creating more competition in the           
space. This type of policy seems fraught with the obvious potential           
mistakes and abuses but could become even more nefarious as          
we continue along the path outlined below. 

Even as each new revelation about the myriad methods of          
surveillance seems to stagger the public with its sheer size, often           
affecting millions of people at a time, government and its          
corporate partners have not slowed a bit in rolling out new forms –             
now at a much greater magnitude. Here are just a few examples            
of the more physical aspects of data collection from the past few            
months, including a heavier focus on predictive analytics. 

These Cameras Can Spot Shoplifters Even Before They Steal         
– Bloomberg – Algorithms have been added to security cameras          
in order to detect signs of nervousness or other behaviors          
associated with malintent. If a suspicious person is identified, the          
information will be relayed to security personnel via smartphone         
app. The program will largely be kept secret due to security           
concerns that people can learn to beat the system if they have            
specific details. Developers see uses beyond retail and cite other          
security applications including public transportation. 

Hacker stalls Port of San Diego's video spy network "Search          
capabilities identify men, women, children, and vehicles with        
speed and precision" – San Diego Reader – Using a system           
called BriefCam, San Diego has secretly been building a watchlist          
network including 400 facial recognition cameras, audio and other         
real-time surveillance devices. BriefCam also has been implicated        
in working directly with police via their Real Time Crime Center to            
share license plate data with 600 federal agencies. 

Detroit Expands “Project Green Light” – ABC7 Detroit – This          
project started as a voluntary relationship between private        
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businesses and police to install cameras in specific high-risk         
areas. Detroit’s mayor recently announced that the network would         
expand into public spaces with a goal by the end of 2020 to "track              
any shooter or carjacker across the city of Detroit with          
high-definition day or night cameras." Additionally, the Department        
of Public Works will add cameras to intersections as well as have            
“real-time crime centers in both the eighth and ninth precincts to           
watch the neighborhoods.” I would expect that algorithms will then          
be implemented to add the component of predictive policing as          
has been done in Miami and New Orleans, among other locations. 

Police in Canada Are Tracking People’s ‘Negative’ Behavior        
In a ‘Risk’ Database – Motherboard – “Police, social services,          
and health workers in Canada are using shared databases to          
track the behaviour of vulnerable people—including minors and        
people experiencing homelessness—with little oversight and often       
without consent.” 

*** 

If we go back just one year, we can see the parallels between             
these systems and what has been rolled out in China more widely.            
As Maya Kosoff wrote for Vanity Fair in July, 2018. 

In the western part of the country, mass-surveillance        
technology is used to track members of the Uighur Muslim          
minority, mapping out relationships with friends and family.        
Information on plane trips and hotel stays is readily available.          
A start-up called Eyecool gives more than 2 million facial          
images every day to a big-data policing system        
called—perhaps a bit heavy-handedly—Skynet. 

The human psyche has played a crucial role in the success           
of China’s new system. Last summer, when police posted a          
large, outdoor screen showcasing the photos, names, and        
government I.D. numbers of people who sped or jaywalked         
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at a certain intersection, the number of incidents quickly         
declined. “If you are captured by the system and you don’t           
see it, your neighbors or colleagues will, and they will gossip           
about it,” Guan Yue, a spokeswoman, told the Times. “That’s          
too embarrassing for people to take.” 

 

Another signpost I would point to is the arrival of biometric           
databases as both a de facto government registry and a direct           
connection to local police and even the military. 

The Electronic Biometric Transmission Specification (EBTS)      
version 4.1 will enable the DoD’s ABIS, DHS’s IDENT, and          
the FBI’s NGI (next generation identification) system to        
communicate natively, “in their own language,” according to        
DoD biometrics program chief engineer Will Graves. DHS is         
preparing to upgrade from its IDENT system to the new          
Homeland Advanced Recognition Technology (HART) in      
order to handle scale and capabilities far beyond those it was           
originally designed for.  – Source: Biometric Update 
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The FBI database referred to above contains fingerprints, palm         
prints, iris, voice, and face scans, as well as other biometric data            
of millions of non-criminal Americans. It has also been mired in           
controversy since the U.S. Department of Justice released a         
proposal which would exempt the program from public disclosure. 

Running in tandem with this are all the new ways where this            
information gets collected in the private sector that the         
government feels they are entitled to tap into. Biometric vending          
machines are hitting the market and should provide yet another          
irresistible trove of data. 

But apparently all of this is still not enough, as DNA databases            
continue to expand across the U.S. 

An article in ProPublica warns that “over the last decade,          
collecting DNA from people who are not charged with — or           
even suspected of — any particular crime has become an          
increasingly routine practice for police.” In the article, police         
in Florida admitted to forcibly taking DNA samples from 15-          
and 16-year-old kids without parental consent. 

The Bensalem Police Department in Bucks County “has built         
one of the biggest local DNA databases in the country. It           
contains around 12,000 individual profiles, as well as 13,000         
still-unidentified profiles extracted from crime scenes.” –       
Source: MassPrivateI 

Step 2: Incentivizing Behavior (aka social engineering) 
After the databases have been created, and the information         
siphoned from the public, the analysis of that information can          
begin. This has been a huge issue for Big Data – it’s quite easy to               
collect vast pools of data, and moderately easy to catalog it all,            
but attributing meaning to it remains difficult. This is the job of            
artificial intelligence and its attendant algorithms. Moreover, it is         
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exceedingly difficult in real-time – we see the issue clearly with the            
failings of Google/Amazon/Facebook et al. to properly mark and         
review policy violators – but the next step is already being           
undertaken: predictive algorithms. 

The business of predicting behavior based on one’s past data          
tracks is being embraced wholeheartedly by police, as outlined in          
the previous section. This is terrible for privacy and anyone who           
adheres to the U.S. Constitution, of course, but I would argue that            
the greater impact likely to be felt by the average person is            
through economic credit and healthcare. It is in these areas where           
government and private enterprise overlap to an even greater         
degree. 

Here are a few articles that caught my attention: 

National facial recognition database to use loyalty rewards to         
identify American shoppers – MassPrivateI – Whoo.ai CEO        
Arturo Falck said, "Once companies are using this type of          
technology for crime prevention purposes, there’s no reason why         
they should not be using it for upselling their customers.” Goode           
Intelligence Founder Alan Goode, sees a huge potential for         
biometric customer loyalty programs. Goode also thinks facial        
recognition should be used for age verification in self-checkout         
systems. A company called BiteKiosk wants restaurants to use         
their self-service facial recognition kiosks to increase profits and         
offers customers food discounts as an incentive to use them. As           
an aside, U.S. sports teams also have introduced biometric         
scanning tied both to security surveillance as well as a way for            
event-goers to skip lines if they trade their privacy. 

John Hancock will include fitness tracking in all life         
insurance policies – Reuters – The “Vitality” program can be          
tied into individual performance metrics: “Policyholders score       
premium discounts for hitting exercise targets tracked on        
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wearable devices such as a Fitbit or Apple Watch and get gift            
cards for retail stores and other perks by logging their workouts           
and healthy food purchases in an app. In theory, everybody wins,           
as policyholders are incentivized to adopt healthy habits and         
insurance companies collect more premiums and pay less in         
claims if customers live longer.” It was even revealed recently by           
CBS that what you post online could directly affect your insurance           
coverage. “’Especially for claims, they look into social media,         
looking to see if someone’s driving a motorcycle without a helmet           
or posting pictures drinking and smoking,’ said Duarte Pereira,         
senior VP of FitechGelb. Experts say searching your online         
presence could become a standard practice of the insurance         
underwriting process that could affect life insurance, car        
insurance, home insurance, and even pet insurance.” I expect this          
to spread even further as the field of predictive medicine          
continues to expand. For a deeper discussion on that topic,          
please see my article in Issue 10.  

A new kind of auto insurance technology can lead to lower           
premiums, but it tracks your every move – CNBC – Root           
insurance, which operates in 20 states and plans to expand to all            
states by 2020, uses a smartphone app to geolocate users and           
monitor driving habits in exchange for discounts. “’The benefit for          
the consumer is both the encouragement of safer driving — and           
the opportunity to earn discounts for that safer driving — all in the             
way they want (either with the dongle or the mobile app),’ Haas            
wrote in an email to CNBC. In effect, the concept gamifies driving,            
and discounts are earned over time as a way to encourage drivers            
to keep the app running, which requires having location tracking          
turned on.” Incidentally, all of this is being made easier by car            
manufacturers who are turning to in-car biometric scanning so         
they can offer the convenience of a TSA-style PreCheck system.  

*** 
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The above is just a small sample of many incentive programs           
being rolled out that cover nearly every facet of what it means to             
travel and conduct business in the modern world. At the very           
least, these programs carry an inherent cost for opting out. At their            
worst, they can be used as punitive measures against the          
non-cooperative, create digital and real-world ghettoes of       
restricted participation, and eventually become mandatory for all. 

Final Step: Full Centralization, Punishment and      
Mandatory Compliance 
When government sees itself as fiscally responsible for the health          
and behavior of its individual citizens in service to “the greater           
good,” it can justify nearly anything. This is also the stage where            
the watchlists become the blacklists. 

Nearly everyone in the U.S. has already been acclimatized to the           
power of the mandatory FICO credit score. This is probably the           
best example we currently have of a centralized way to universally           
judge reputation, and it occurred long before China’s rollout of an           
official social credit scheme. The use of credit score as a           
background check has infiltrated nearly every business       
arrangement of consequence, and most people no longer think         
twice about it. That system, too, has resulted in grave errors that            
have affected people’s lives for years on end and has become a            
de facto financial blacklist.  

Meanwhile, Homeland Security (TSA) is trying to make REAL-ID         
mandatory in 2020, which includes biometrics and will be required          
for travel inside the United States, a first. (Read here about why            
this claim is contentious.) 
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However, it’s still a far cry from what could happen if the current             
trends in surveillance and social management continue. Again, we         
only need to look at China to see what it will mean.  

China bans 23m from buying travel tickets as part of 'social           
credit' system -- People accused of social offences blocked         
from booking flights and train journeys – The Guardian –“The          
report said: ‘Once discredited, limited everywhere’. Social credit        
offences range from not paying individual taxes or fines to          
spreading false information and taking drugs. More minor        
violations include using expired tickets, smoking on a train or not           
walking a dog on a leash.” 

*** 

Won’t happen in the U.S.? One of the signposts is when the            
centralized behavior management mentality eventually trickles      
down into even the most absurd areas, exactly similar to what is            
mentioned above. See that “minor violation” of not walking a dog           
on a leash in China? The following story should be among the            
most chilling as it comes from Virginia. 

Doo-doo diligence: Downtown landlords to crack down on        
dog waste scofflaws – The Roanoke Times – “The same DNA           
testing science that convicts criminals and exonerates the        
innocent soon will be used to hunt down Roanoke’s Public Enemy           
Number Two: downtown dog poop scofflaws…Dog-owning      
tenants will be compelled to contribute their pets’ DNA to a           
database that will be used to identify dogs whose owners didn’t           
clean up after them starting June 1. Violators whose dog’s poo is            
found on any of the participating apartment communities’ property         
and identified via DNA testing will be fined $250 by their landlord            
for a first offense, $500 for a second and could see their lease             
terminated.” Yes, people could have their housing removed due to          
the social violation of not cleaning up after an animal. I seriously            
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had to double-check to be sure the article wasn’t posted on April            
1st. No such luck, it’s real, and we are not trending in the right              
direction. 

If anyone wonders truly what it is like to live day to day under such               
a system, I highly recommend an article from The South China           
Morning Post that examined “Life as one of China’s 13 million           
‘deadbeats’ means slow trains, special ring tones.” Even with         
careful wording about the nature of debt, the subject of the article,            
47-year-old David Kong, describes his life as being worse than          
prison now that he has slid into “untrustworthiness.” 

“It’s even worse than doing time because at least there’s a           
limit to a prison sentence,” Kong said in a phone interview.           
“Being on the list means that as long as you can’t clear your             
debts in full, your name will always be there.” 

Case in point, his business associates had found out about          
his status not from the database but from picking him up at            
the railway station. In China, only those who cannot afford          
the high-speed train take the slow train. 

Closing Thoughts 
The good news is that there is an inherent irony at work – the              
worse a government or company abuses its citizen/customers, the         
more alert the formerly unaware become. This is part of current           
market forces that must be accepted, especially in the West.  

As Max Gulker recently noted in an article from the American           
Institute for Economic Research, this is having a demonstrable         
effect. Of course, we should be careful to take at face value the             
promises of policy changes from the very same entities that          
abused us in the first place, but as Max states: 

2018 might be remembered as the year when most         
consumers realized they were paying for their favorite online         
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services. We spent two decades handing over our personal         
data to companies like Facebook and Google without        
bothering ourselves too much about what they were doing         
with that data or how much power they had gained as           
gatekeepers of news and other information. That dam broke         
in early 2018 with revelations about Russian agents        
spreading “fake news” on Facebook and the means by which          
some of those agents had obtained proprietary data        
consumers had provided... 

We can put consumers’ concerns into two broad buckets:         
direct privacy issues about how Facebook collects and holds         
data, and the power Facebook has to be a gatekeeper of           
information given that data and its enormous market share. 

The distrust the scandals engendered appears to have cost         
Facebook customers. Its share of the social media market         
dropped from 76 percent in December 2017 to 66 percent in           
December 2018. Though difficult to establish direct cause        
and effect, this dramatic drop certainly reflects the public’s         
heightened questioning of Facebook’s practices… 

This instinct to distrust large companies can do economic         
damage, especially when combined with politics, but it also         
serves an important role in driving market discipline.        
Facebook and Google’s ability to watch their customers has         
made many uncomfortable, but after 2018 both know that         
their customers are watching back. 

In other words, everything takes trust. It is the use and misuse of             
trust which appears to be at the heart of the differences outlined            
between centralized systems and their decentralized alternatives. 

Using a system of trust in order to mete out incentives and            
punishment for infractions developed by centralized authority is        
bound to be riddled with injustice, as we see taking place in China             
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on a grand scale. But it is also anathema to creating the fair,             
efficient, and productive economic systems that it claims to be          
seeking. If nothing else, it is far more cumbersome when          
compared to more elegant and quick solutions such as the          
blockchain or even letting the long trail of market forces shape           
future direction rather than central planners. 

The centralization of disparate systems into policies that go         
beyond financial impact into criminalization is only made possible         
by authoritarian governance. As we should have learned from         
history by now, authoritarianism can take place anywhere and         
doesn’t need to carry special symbols and overly fiery rhetoric; it           
can be as mundane as a robotic algorithm and backed by           
seemingly compassionate language that almost lulls you to sleep.         
One look at China – or the Green New Deal – is instructive to              
confirm this. 

I believe that we are perilously close to a China-like system           
appearing in America, as many of the essential steps already          
have been taken. But we are equally as close to reversing this            
frightening trend, hopefully for the entire globe. It makes our goal           
of decentralizing everything that much more important, while we         
still have the essential individual liberties and tools at our disposal           
to pursue a better direction. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Cultivating Consensus 

 

By Vin Armani  

We entrepreneurs are, at the most fundamental level, truth         
seekers. In order to be a successful entrepreneur, you must          
identify a problem that people have and come up with some way            
to solve that problem in exchange for payment. If you manage to            
perform this task well enough, you have a profitable business.          
Therefore, profit itself is a signal that you have sought and found            
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the truth of both what ails people and the remedy. Since you are a              
reader of Counter Markets, I already know that you have a deep            
hunger for the type of knowledge that brings you more in line with             
the truth.  

This article is about a particular method for coming to the truth:            
consensus. Spend any time in the world of cryptocurrency and          
you will hear the term “consensus” often. It is a difficult term to             
define and it is even more difficult to utilize the mechanism           
effectively in the search for profit (truth), but in this piece I will lay              
out some fundamentals that will, no doubt, be useful on that           
quest. 

Consensus is best defined as “a shared reality between         
individuals.” Consensus can be shared between any number of         
individuals, from you and your spouse, to all humans alive.          
Without consensus, communication is impossible. Consensus is a        
communal cognitive framework. Language is a form of        
consensus. The fact that you can look at the symbols in front of             
you and form intelligible words and sentences that have precise          
meanings – meanings which I am intending as I write them – is             
the manifestation of one dimension of consensus that you and I           
share with hundreds of millions of other humans … the English           
language. If an individual is speaking a language that you cannot           
understand, you do not share consensus with that person at least           
in one dimension. Through hand gestures and a little pantomime,          
you might still be able to get your point across without the use of              
spoken language consensus. If so, then you have consensus with          
that individual on a different dimension of reality.  

Consensus (shared reality) exists on macro and micro scales.         
The word “culture” is often a stand in for the notion of consensus.             
Those who share a culture have a similar value structure which           
allows them to operate with each other in a sort of “shorthand,”            
assuming a shared reality at basic levels and moving         
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straightaway to deeper matters. We might say that two individuals          
of the same culture have their cognitive frameworks “synced” to a           
significant degree. 

Two working nodes within the same Bitcoin network are, by          
definition, synced to a significant degree. Nakamoto Consensus,        
the consensus mechanism in Bitcoin, is a method for keeping a           
network of any number of nodes constantly synced, mirroring         
each other’s blockchains. This is accomplished through a set of          
criteria (the consensus rule set) by which nodes evaluate any          
incoming transactions or blocks. If a node receives a newly          
broadcast, valid transaction, it adds it into its holding queue (the           
mempool). If a node receives a potential block broadcast from a           
miner, it evaluates that block according to the previous blocks in           
its blockchain and the consensus rules. If valid, the block is added            
onto the tip of the chain. Nodes are constantly receiving and           
rebroadcasting the information sent by other blocks.  

A decade of Bitcoin is the proof that Nakamoto Consensus is an            
effective method of maintaining a shared reality between Bitcoin         
nodes. That is not to say that the consensus rules have not            
changed. A change to the consensus rules in the software where           
some nodes see a block as valid and others see the same block             
as invalid causes a fork of the chain. This has most definitely            
occurred. That the consensus rules can be changed and a          
network still carries on gives us some clue as to the arbitrary            
nature of the rules themselves. 

Returning to culture as a manifestation of consensus, it is easy to            
see how most cultural artifacts, particularly the ancient traditions,         
exist as reflections of the physical environment of the ancient          
humans who started the traditions. Had aspects of that         
environment been different, the traditions (consensus) would       
likely be different. It’s hard to say if, in this modern age, where             
technological advancements have flattened the environmental      
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impact of our world significantly, if any culture is particularly          
“better” than any other. If some rule set gets the job done            
(whatever that job may be) then it’s good enough. In general I            
have taken the same approach to cryptocurrency rule sets. It’s          
still very early in the game and it’s hard to tell what rule sets will               
truly bring mass adoption. 

That Bitcoin nodes are able to remain synced is a function of the             
speed of our global digital communication networks. Maintaining        
tight consensus requires constant communication. In human       
affairs we see this with regional accents or tribal dialects. The           
degree of difference in dialect between neighboring populations is         
a direct reflection of the frequency of contact between the groups.           
The shortest time possible for light waves to traverse the distance           
between Earth and Mars is 3 minutes. This means that a shared            
Bitcoin network with mining nodes on both Earth and Mars would           
be impossible. Remaining tightly synced in consensus requires a         
frequency of communication in fractions of a second, not minutes. 

The advent of social media is slowly turning each of us into a             
cultural node, very much analogous to a Bitcoin node. We are           
consumers of information from many humans – many more than          
has ever been possible. We then take that information, add our           
own spin, and pass it along. More and more, people are           
abandoning the old forms of authority-based formation of reality         
(looking to trusted media and political sources) and instead         
gleaning truth from their peers online. Facebook, Twitter, and         
YouTube particularly have shaped so much of global culture over          
the last decade. We live inside of this new high-speed consensus           
crucible, watching traditions crumble all around us, and yet very          
few of us have even started to grasp (if it can be grasped) the              
ramifications of the rapid reality shifts that this new paradigm          
makes possible. Political pundits say that we are now in a           
“post-fact” or “post-truth” era. The consensus rule set of culture is           
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showing itself to have been arbitrary all along. This is something           
that the post-modern, post-structural thinkers caught wind of at         
the very start of the information age. 

How do we navigate this new consensus landscape as         
entrepreneurs? How do we go about our search for truth as           
profit? 

I recently moved to a new city and was looking for a gym to join. I                
often lift weights 5 days a week. It’s a practice that I have             
maintained for decades. Some of my best thinking happens         
during my morning workouts. Finding a gym that is conducive to           
great workouts is an absolutely crucial part of my life. By checking            
gym reviews on Yelp and Google I was able to find a great gym.              
Most importantly, I didn’t even waste my time visiting gyms that           
had many poor reviews (particularly about cleanliness and        
equipment maintenance). For many businesses, maintaining      
great reviews is a better use of resources than marketing          
campaigns. Nearly every commerce platform now includes some        
form of review system. My own experience has been that, if the            
sample size of reviews is large enough, I can trust that the            
general quality of my experience with a given business will match           
up with the reviews. This is a powerful new paradigm – the ability             
to query the overall consensus about a particular business. As a           
consumer, becoming a master at reading this new form of signal           
will save you time and money. 

Platforms which feature reviews can always be “gamed” to some          
degree. In game theory and computer security, this is         
accomplished via a Sybil Attack. Named after the main character          
from the book Sybil, a woman with multiple personality disorder,          
the attack is launched by creating many fake personas who, in the            
case of a platform like Yelp, would give positive reviews to allies            
and negative reviews to competitors. Platforms like Hotels.com        
and Amazon mitigate this attack by notifying users which reviews          
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accompanied an actual purchase. Obviously Uber only lets you         
rate a driver with whom you’ve actually just taken a ride.           
Launching Sybil attacks is becoming increasingly less productive        
as platforms become more sophisticated. However, incentivizing       
those who have had good experiences to leave positive reviews is           
something very few businesses have yet mastered. It is well worth           
it to develop such strategies, moving public consensus regarding         
your business in a positive direction. 

The exponential increase in the power and availability of         
communication technology over the last two decades is enabling         
a return to what I believe is the original powerful form of            
truth-seeking that was available to our ancient ancestors. The         
human psyche evolved in an environment where each individual         
was able to query the collective knowledge and wisdom of his           
tribe with a speed that still provided great utility. This was lost as             
populations (and empires) expanded over the last millennium.        
The return to the crowdsourcing of consensus, within a new          
ubiquitous technological society, will represent one of the great         
challenges and opportunities for those of us who are alive today           
to experience this paradigm shift. This is a topic that I am            
following closely and I look forward to sharing more insights with           
Counter Markets readers as the new reality unfolds. 
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WEALTH 

How To Leverage Real Estate Without Registering As The         
Owner 

 

By Jeff Paul 
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“Ninety percent of all millionaires become so through owning real          
estate. More money has been made in real estate than in all            
industrial investments combined. The wise young man or wage         
earner of today invests his money in real estate.” - Andrew           
Carnegie. 

Mark Twain advised, “Buy land, they're not making it anymore”          
and Will Rogers said “Don't wait to buy real estate. Buy real            
estate and wait.” 

What if you can invest in real estate with very little money down             
and never register as the owner? Make monthly cash flow,          
capture property appreciation, and it won't appear on your credit          
report. I thought is was impossible, too, until I leveraged real           
estate through lease-options (sometimes called lease-purchases). 

I started investing in real estate in 2002 shortly after reading Rich            
Dad, Poor Dad. I wanted to buy real estate like the gurus with no              
money down and using other people's money. The market was          
white hot so it was difficult to find creative deals. One day I landed              
three lease-purchase deals from an absentee landlord and I was          
off to the races. Eventually investor mortgages were simple to get.           
There were days when I closed on multiple properties with          
nothing more than my signature using the infamous no-doc (no          
documentation) loans based solely on my credit score. But having          
that much debt in my name really started to freak me out as I saw               
the dark clouds forming around the industry. Luckily, I sold all my            
residential properties before the 2007-2008 collapse. I narrowly        
escaped with my credit intact. 

With hindsight, lease-options were always my best performing        
deals and carried less risk of destroying my credit in market           
corrections. Lease-options could work very well in the current         
climate. They're easier to find in hot markets and less risky in            
downturns. Sellers are more open to lease-option deals than         
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holding financing. And they don't require putting your name on the           
deed. In this article, I'll show you how to find these deals,            
structure them to protect yourself, and identify a few cash-flow          
and exit strategies. 

Current US Real Estate Market 
The current US real estate market has been steadily inflating          
since the crash in 2008 when the Federal Reserve backstopped          
the decline by purchasing toxic loans and mortgage securities         
from failing banks. Areas with high demand and low supply of           
homes have once again reached absurd price levels. Many think          
it's another bubble on the verge of popping. They may be right. It             
appears that sales are slowing and prices are beginning to          
decline in some cities. The Fed raising interest rates last year           
likely cooled the market which was growing over-heated for         
average home buyers. But recently, the Fed has signaled that          
they're keeping interest rates low for the foreseeable future. 

Although the US market is due for a correction, people still need a             
place to live. Supply-and-demand pressures play a significant role         
in real estate values. Areas that are growing faster in population           
than zoning restrictions permit new housing units will continue to          
inflate. Lending is becoming flexible again indicating the pool of          
qualified buyers may be shrinking. Easier mortgages increase        
demand. Believe it or not, property prices in some areas may           
grow even more absurd or merely flatline during a macro          
correction. 

It's widely known that location is the most important consideration          
in real estate. Is the area safe and comfortable to live? Is the             
specific home in a desirable neighborhood? Are there good         
shopping options, schools, industry and job growth? Do rental         
prices justify the cost of homes? Are there interesting local          
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attractions? If yes, it may be a good market for short- to-mid-term            
lease purchases. 

“Every person who invests in well-selected real estate in a          
growing section of a prosperous community adopts the surest and          
safest method of becoming independent, for real estate is the          
basis of wealth.” - Theodore Roosevelt. 

Lease Options 
What is a lease-option? 

Simply put, it's a rental agreement combined with a purchase          
agreement. It's a lease with the option to purchase the property           
for the term of the agreement. An option gives you the right to             
purchase the property, but not the obligation to buy. 

A lease-option deal may only require a couple of months of rent            
and a small deposit of earnest money to secure the purchase           
agreement. A portion of the monthly rent could be allocated          
toward the purchase price. And the purchase agreement may be          
sold for a higher price than the option sale price. 

When done properly, the lease should give you full use rights of            
the property including the ability to make improvements and         
sublet the occupancy to other tenants. You can make cash flow           
on the spread you collect from your tenants and what you pay to             
the seller. And you may renovate to add value to the property. 

Condos work great for lease-options because maintenance       
responsibilities are limited to the inside of the unit and they're           
easy to re-rent. 

Lease-options give you nearly complete control of a piece of          
property, save for being able to borrow against it, and as a            
“tenant” you don't have to register as the owner on the deed. This             
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is helpful if you're trying to shield your wealth from government           
gangsters, creditors, or lawsuits. 

Although secure, these agreements are not as legally powerful as          
holding title to the property. There are important steps to take to            
secure your position. More on that below. 

First take a quick glance at the Benefits and Trade-offs to           
lease-options. 

Benefits 

● Low down payment 
● Get full use rights of the property 
● Lock in today's price, benefit from appreciation 
● Monthly cash flow 
● Your name is not registered as the owner 

Trade-offs 

● No title 
● No tax write offs 
● Can't borrow against it 

Finding Lease-Option Deals 
Finding good lease-option deals through a Realtor is nearly         
impossible. They usually want their commission at signing, which         
adds 6% to your down payment. That extra 6% represents profit           
for you as a real estate investor when you find deals on your own.              
You may see rent-to-own deals on Craigslist and other listing          
websites, but those are retail deals offered by other investors. The           
best way to find deals is to go straight to the owners. 

You can contact owners directly through For Sale By Owner          
(FSBO) listings, Craigslist ads with homes that are listed “for rent           
or sale”, or by finding non-owner occupied properties on public          
real estate registries and mailing them a letter. 
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As I mentioned earlier, my first deals were three condos in an old             
renovated mill in a blue-collar city. The walls were exposed brick,           
the windows were 8-feet tall, and the loft ceilings had massive           
wood beams. They were very charming and I knew I could easily            
re-rent them. 

Following instructions in this excellent lease-option course, I        
searched property databases to find absentee landlords in that         
specific condo community. Absentee landlords are basically       
anyone who owned a condo but lives outside the area. Then I            
sent them a letter with a pitch copied entirely from the course            
linked above. It went something like this: 

Hi Joel, 

I'm writing in regards to your condos at The Mill in Anytown,            
CT. 
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I'm interested in a long-term lease on your units. I'd          
guarantee monthly rent payments and I'd take care of all of           
the maintenance and improvements. 

I'm also interested in purchasing the units toward the end of           
the lease term. 

If you're open to this, contact me below. 

It was a bit more nuanced than that, but you get the point. Get the               
course if you want precise templates for mailings. The problem          
we're solving for absentee landlords is headache-free cash flow         
and a potential sale. The letters were very effective for me. 

Joel responded and I struck the same deal for all three of his             
condos. 

Option Price: $65,000 

Rent: $650 

Term: 3 years with the right to renew for another term 

Due at signing: $1,300 (1st month's rent & 1% option          
deposit) 

As soon as the first unit became available to me, I advertised it             
rent-to-own for $800 per month with a $82,500 purchase price on           
a 2-year lease-purchase. I collected $2,450 upfront – first month's          
rent ($800) plus a 2% non-refundable deposit on the sale price           
($1,650). 

So, essentially, I got paid $1,150 to make the deal (my           
tenant-buyer's upfront money minus my upfront costs). During the         
lease period I collected $150 in monthly cash flow. And I cleared            
about $16,500 when my tenant-buyer closed on the property. 

A cool thing happened when I advertised the first unit. Because           
lots of people responded to my ad, I was able to take deposits on              
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the other units before they were available to me. In other words, I             
used other people's money to cover my out-of-pocket costs to          
secure the next two units. Those deals were all gravy. 

If someone had told me about deals like this, I wouldn't have            
believed them without experiencing them for myself. I assure you          
they're real. I've done many more since. And if you're looking to            
invest in real estate, this is indeed how the no-money-down gurus           
do it. 

Of course, I did these deals in an appreciating market which helps            
maximize returns. However, lease-options can also be very        
profitable in flat or slumping markets if you negotiate a good deal            
in a nice neighborhood and have a viable exit strategy. 

Lease-option Strategies 
Personal residence: I'm currently negotiating a lease-purchase       
for my personal residence. Instead of throwing rent away,         
lease-purchases are an excellent way to build equity in a rental           
home and capture appreciation if we decide to sell our position in            
the future. Again it's a much lower cost up front and less risk if the               
market turns south. 

Re-sell them on rent-to-own terms: This is the strategy that I           
used with the condos in my example above. You acquire a           
lease-option deal and re-sell it rent-to-own with higher terms. 

Rent them on Airbnb: If your property is near tourist attractions           
or a busy business district, a lease-optioned property may be          
perfect for Airbnb rentals. And if monthly rental prices of          
traditional leases in the area don't return much cash flow, Airbnb           
may yield a higher monthly income. 

Renovate, rent, and sell: Negotiating lease-options on       
fixer-uppers has tons of potential too. Because less is due at           
closing with lease-options, it leaves you with more capital to make           
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improvements. After repairs, you can rent it out traditionally at a           
premium and plan to sell it when the tenant moves out. 

Protecting Your Option 
Attorney and creator of the lease-option course linked above, Bill          
Bronchick, recommends the following to protect your option        
position: 

Lease-options are great, except when the seller decides not         
to live up to his end of the bargain. Sure, you can always sue              
the seller to force him to sell you the property, but this can             
cost you thousands of dollars in legal fees and take years to            
accomplish. You need to be in a better position if you want            
your investment to be protected. 

Here are three good ways to protect your option: 

Record the Option. If your option was signed before a          
notary, you can record your option in the public real estate           
records. This will give the world public notice of your interest.           
If the option was not notarized, you can sign an affidavit           
called a “memorandum of option” and file it in the real estate            
records where the property sits. Keep in mind that this does           
not create a lien, it only creates a “cloud” on the title. 

Escrow the Deed. If your seller has died or disappeared, you           
will have a big problem getting him to sign a deed. An            
escrow should be created up front in which a title company           
or attorney holds an executed deed. When you are ready to           
exercise, you simply tender the money to the escrow agent          
and collect the deed. 

Record a Mortgage. Typically a mortgage is recorded to         
secure payments on a promissory note. A mortgage can be          
recorded to secure the performance of any agreement, even         
a purchase option. You as optionee (buyer) will now be a           
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lienholder, in the same position as a secured lender. If the           
seller refuses to sell the property, you foreclose. Now the          
seller has to go to court to protect himself, rather than the            
other way around. 

His course also recommends the seller give you a Limited Power           
of Attorney that authorizes you to pull any permits needed for           
repairs or upgrades and to deal directly with Home Owners          
Associations (HOA) and so on. Additionally, if the seller is in           
foreclosure or you suspect they could bail on their mortgage          
payments, you could arrange to pay rent to a third party who then             
pays the mortgage, taxes, insurance, and rental income to the          
seller. 

Conclusion 

Lease-options are a great way to get started in real estate           
investing. It gives you immense leverage over a property with very           
little money out of your pocket and very low risk to your credit or              
tax liabilities. 

Resources 

Legalwiz Lease Options Course 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 
 

 

Bitcoin prices stayed very stable throughout March. We began the          
month around the $3800 level, and trended steadily higher to the           
$4100 mark. The upward trending was almost linear, a solid          
upward line with very little downward action in prices. In early           
April, volume came back with a bang. You can see the price and             
volume spike in the chart above on the right. From 4/2 to 4/3             
prices surged from $4100 to about $5300, breaking the         
much-watched $5k level. Since then, prices have stayed above         
$5k, and trading volume has picked up across all the exchanges.           
In addition, the prices of just about all the alt-coins have moved            
higher as well, so this demand surge was across the entire           
cryptocurrency ecosystem, and has many wondering if it’s the         
official kick off into the new bull market.  
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It’s too early to tell if that’s the case here, as we need to hold the                
$5k level in Bitcoin for a number of weeks before it can be a more               
definitive support level. But this move higher came on much          
faster, and on much higher volume than anything we’ve seen          
recently, so speculators are all paying attention. If anything, this          
showed us how dramatic price moves can be when some of the            
money on the sidelines moves back into Bitcoin and other          
cryptocurrencies.  

On the news front we have JP Morgan announcing JP Morgan           
Coin (JPM Coin), and Facebook with Facebook Coin (FB Coin).          
Both have been somewhat known in the industry for a while.           
Facebook’s coin will target the remittances market initially,        
offering an easy way for people to send money to developing           
countries. JP Morgan’s coin will be a dollar-pegged coin that’s for           
internal use mainly, but does offer evidence that proof of          
cryptographic work is indeed a better means to transfer assets          
than the SWIFT banking system, or anything else that currently          
exists in the classic banking model.  

Facebook has reportedly been shopping the various exchanges        
deciding which ones will be the first to list the eagerly awaited FB             
Coin. With Facebook’s audience of over 2.5 billion users, we          
could see an influx of hundreds of millions of users into the            
exchanges; and we expect a great deal of them to be trading FB             
Coin into Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. While many are         
afraid that Facebook’s coin will take away from Bitcoin, the real           
effect will be the opposite. Having a coin that’s widely used,           
trusted, and easily traded, will result in a ton more activity for the             
entire crypto ecosystem, and we’ll likely see massive surges in          
BTC prices as it comes online.  

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position.  
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Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

Silver had a pretty quiet month in March, with prices hovering           
between $15.10 and $15.55. The precious metals industry moves         
slowly, so we’re still in a consolidation phase here after the           
February breakout to $16. We’ll need to establish a new base that            
lasts a few weeks before traders step in and send prices higher.  

The stock market is once again approaching new highs, and          
investor complacency has returned despite just having a 20%         
selloff not long ago. The 27k mark on the Dow is within reach             
again, and the past 2 times we came close to this level, we saw              
the market fail to break it, and then sell off by several thousand             
points. The most recent selloff in December took us down to           
about 21,500. The recovery has been near straight up since then,           
and many analysts are calling for a much-needed pullback in          
equities. Tacking on 5k points in 3 months is great, but it’s not             
sustainable, as the Dow would return about 60% per year at this            
pace. Once things wind down here, we’ll see the inevitable flight           
to gold and silver as a safe haven. 
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We also have indication from the Federal Reserve that further          
interest rate hikes are less likely than before. We had been           
assured 2 more in 2019, and now we’re looking at possibly no            
more. Lack of interest rate increases tends to be bullish for gold            
and silver, as there’s less future demand for US Dollars. If rates            
were forecasted to go up to 3-3.5%, we’d likely see a massive            
outflow of capital from stocks, gold, silver, and many other asset           
classes into USD. But with rates remaining steady for the time           
being, and even trending down now, gold and silver are holding           
steady as compelling places to park capital.  

Action in the gold/silver mining stocks continues to pick up, as we            
see speculators entering the space again. There’s a cyclical boom          
and bust that occurs with the mining companies, and all signs are            
pointing to a new boom getting underway. It’s still early here, but            
the precious metals markets are seeing a lot more action than           
they have in the past year. The recent breakout to new highs in             
February has breathed some new life into the markets, and we’ll           
likely see some more upside in the months ahead.  

For anyone who didn’t accumulate any silver in the $14 range, the            
price level of $15.10 today is still a great deal. We’d suggest you             
take a position while things are still relatively slow, as prices won’t            
be this low when silver is popular again.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, you can find great             
prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (May 2019) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Is Cannabis Going Mainstream? CBD Products Hit Pharmacies. 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Opportunities for On-Chain Profits 

WEALTH 

Is Cryptocurrency’s Bear Market Over? 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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